Abstract-Complex event detection is a retrieval task with the goal of finding videos of a particular event in a large-scale unconstrained Internet video archive, given example videos and text descriptions. Nowadays, different multimodal fusion schemes of low-level and high-level features are extensively investigated and evaluated for the complex event detection task. However, how to effectively select the high-level semantic meaningful concepts from a large pool to assist complex event detection is rarely studied in the literature. In this paper, we propose a novel strategy to automatically select semantic meaningful concepts for the event detection task based on both the events-kit text descriptions and the concepts high-level feature descriptions. Moreover, we introduce a novel event oriented dictionary representation based on the selected semantic concepts. Toward this goal, we leverage training images (frames) of selected concepts from the semantic indexing dataset with a pool of 346 concepts, into a novel supervised multitask p -norm dictionary learning framework. Extensive experimental results on TRECVID multimedia event detection dataset demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
OMPLEX event detection in unconstrained videos has received much attention in the research community recently [1] - [3] . It is a retrieval task with the goal of detecting videos of a particular event in a large-scale internet video archive, given an event-kit. An event-kit consists of example videos and text descriptions of the event. Unlike traditional action recognition of atomic actions from videos, such as 'walking' or 'jumping', complex event detection aims to detect more complex events such as 'Birthday party', 'Changing a vehicle tire', etc. An event is a higher level semantic abstraction of video sequences than a concept and consists of many concepts. For example, a 'Birthday party' event can be described by multiple concepts, such as objects (e.g., boy, cake), actions (e.g., talking, walking) and scene (e.g., at home, in a restaurant). A concept can be detected in a shorter video sequence or even in a single frame but an event is usually contained in a longer video clip.
Traditional approaches for complex event detection rely on fusing the classification outputs of multiple low-level features [1] , i.e. SIFT, STIP, MOSIFT [4] . Recently, representing videos using high-level features, such as concept detectors [5] , appears promising for the complex event detection task. However, the state-of-the-art concept detector based approaches for complex event detection have not considered which concepts should be included in the training concept list. This induces the redundancy of concepts [2] , [6] in the concept list for the vocabulary construction. For example, it is highly improbable for some concepts to help detecting a certain event, e.g. 'cows' or 'football' are not helpful to detect events like 'Landing a fish' or 'Working on a sewing project'. Therefore, removing the uncorrelated concepts from the vocabulary construction tends to eliminate such redundancy and potentially boosts the complex event detection performance.
Intuitively, it is highly expected that complex event detection is more accurate and faster when we build a specific dictionary representation for each event. In this paper, we investigate how to learn a concept-driven event oriented representation for complex event detection. There are mainly two important issues to be considered for accomplishing this goal. The first issue is which concepts should be included in the vocabulary construction of the learning framework. Since we want to learn an event oriented dictionary representation, how to properly select qualified concepts for each event in the learning framework is the key issue. This raises the problem of how to optimally select the necessary and meaningful concepts from a large pool of concepts for each event. The second issue is how can we design an effective dictionary learning framework to seamlessly learn the common knowledge from both the low-level features and the high-level concept features.
To facilitate reading, we first introduce the abbreviations used in the paper. SIN stands for the Sematic Indexing dataset [7] containing 346 different categories (concepts) of images, such as car, adult, etc. SIN-MED stands for the high-level concept features using the SIN concept list representing each MED video by a 346D feature (each dimension represents a concept).
The overview of our framework is shown in Fig. 1 . Firstly, we design a novel method to automatically select semantic meaningful concepts for each MED event based on both MED events-kit text descriptions and SIN-MED high-level concept feature representations. Then, we leverage training samples of selected concepts from the SIN dataset into a jointly supervised multi-task dictionary learning framework. An event specific semantic meaningful dictionary is learned through embedding the feature representation of original datasets (both MED dataset and SIN dataset) into a hidden shared subspace. We add label information in the learning framework to facilitate the event oriented dictionary learning process. Therefore, the learned sparse codes achieve intrinsic discriminative information and naturally lead to effective complex event detection. Moreover, a novel p -norm multitask dictionary learning is proposed to strengthen the flexibility of the traditional 1 -norm dictionary learning problem.
To summarize, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a novel approach for concept selection and present one of the first works making a comprehensive evaluation of automatic concept selection strategies for event detection; • We propose the event oriented dictionary learning for event detection; • We construct a supervised multi-task dictionary learning framework which is capable of learning an event oriented dictionary via leveraging information from selected semantic concepts; • We propose a novel p -norm multi-task dictionary learning framework which is more flexible than the traditional 1 -norm dictionary learning problem.
II. RELATED WORK To highlight our research contributions, we now review the related work on (a) Event Detection, (b) Dictionary Learning and (c) Multi-task Learning.
A. Event Detection
With the success of event detection in structured videos, complex event detection from general unconstrained videos, such as those obtained from internet video sharing web sites like YouTube, has received increasing attention in recent years. Unlike traditional action recognition from videos of atomic actions, such as 'walking' or 'jumping', complex event detection aims to detect more complex events such as 'Birthday party', 'Attempting board trick', 'Changing a vehicle tire', etc. Tamrakar et al. [1] and Lan et al. [8] evaluated different low-level appearance as well as spatiotemporal features, appropriately quantized and aggregated into Bag-of-Words (BoW) descriptors for NIST TRECVID Multimedia Event Detection. Jiang et al. [9] proposed a method for high-level and low-level feature fusion based on collective classification from three steps which are training a classifier from low-level features, encoding high-level features into graphs, and diffusing the scores on the established graph to obtain the final prediction. Natarajan et al. [10] evaluated a large set of low-level audio and visual features as well as high-level information from object detection, speech and video text OCR for event detection. They combined multiple features using a multi-stage feature fusion strategy with feature level early fusion using multiple kernel learning (MKL) and score level fusion using Bayesian model combination (BayCom) and weighted average fusion using video specific weights. Tang et al. [11] tackled the problem of understanding the temporal structure of complex events in highly varying videos obtained from the Internet. A conditional model was trained in a max-margin framework able to automatically discover discriminative and interesting segments of video, while simultaneously achieving competitive accuracies on difficult detection and recognition tasks.
Recently, representing video in terms of multi-model low-level features, e.g. SIFT, STIP, Dense Trajectory, Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), Optical Character Recognition (OCR), combined with early or late fusion schemes is the state-of-the-art [12] for event detection. Despite of their good performance, low-level features are incapable of capturing the inherent semantic information in an event. Comparatively, high-level concept features were shown to be promising for event detection [5] . High-level concept representation approaches become available nowadays due to the availability of large labeled training collections such as ImageNet and TRECVID. However, currently there are still few research works on how to automatically select useful concepts for event detection. Oh et al. [13] used Latent SVMs for concept weighting and Brown et al. [14] ordered concepts by their discrimination power for each event kit query. Different from [13] and [14] , we focus on learning an event oriented dictionary from the perspective of adaptation of the selecting concepts.
B. Dictionary Learning
Dictionary learning (also called Sparse Coding) has been shown to be able to find succinct representations of stimuli and model data vectors as a linear combination of a few elements from a dictionary. Dictionary learning has been successfully applied to a variety of problems in computer vision analysis recently. Yang et al. [15] proposed a spatial pyramid matching approach based on SIFT sparse codes for image classification. The method used selective sparse coding instead of the traditional vector quantization to extract salient properties of appearance descriptors of local image patches. Elad and Aharon [16] addressed the image denoising problem, where zero-mean white and homogeneous Gaussian additive noise was to be removed from a given image. The approach taken was based on sparse and redundant representations over trained dictionaries. Using the K-SVD algorithm, the authors obtained a dictionary that described the image content effectively. For the image segmentation problem, Mairal et al. [17] proposed an energy formulation with both sparse reconstruction and class discrimination components, jointly optimized during dictionary learning. The approach improved over the state of the art in image segmentation experiments.
Different optimization algorithms have also been proposed to solve dictionary learning problems. Aharon et al. [18] proposed a novel K-SVD algorithm for adapting dictionaries in order to achieve sparse signal representations. K-SVD is an iterative method that alternates between sparse coding of the examples based on the current dictionary and a process of updating the dictionary atoms to better fit the data. The update of the dictionary columns was combined with an update of the sparse representations, thereby accelerating the convergence. Lee et al. [19] presented efficient sparse coding algorithms that were based on iteratively solving two convex optimization problems: an 1 -regularized least squares problem and an 2 -constrained least squares problem. To learn a discriminative dictionary for sparse coding, a label consistent K-SVD (LC-KSVD) algorithm was proposed in [20] . In addition to using class labels of training data, the authors also associated label information with each dictionary item (columns of the dictionary matrix) to enforce discriminability in sparse codes during the dictionary learning process. More specifically, a new label consistent constraint was introduced and combined with the reconstruction error and the classification error to form a unified objective function. To effectively handle very large training sets and dynamic training data changing over time, Mairal et al. [21] proposed an online optimization algorithm for dictionary learning, based on stochastic approximations, which scaled up to large datasets with millions of training samples.
However, so far as we know, there is no research work on how to learn the dictionary representation at the event level for event detection and there is no research work on how to simultaneously leverage the semantic information to learn an event oriented dictionary.
C. Multi-Task Learning
Multi-task learning [22] methods aim to simultaneously learn classification/regression models for a set of related tasks.
This typically leads to better models as compared to a learner that does not account for task relationships. To capture the task relatedness from multiple related tasks is to constrain all models to share a common set of features. This motivates the group sparsity, i.e. the 2, p -norm regularized learning [23] . The joint feature learning using 2, p -norm regularization performs well in ideal cases. In practical applications, however, simply using the 2, p -norm regularization may not be effective for dealing with dirty data which may not fall into a single structure. To this end, the dirty model for multi-task learning was proposed in [24] . Another way to capture the task relationship is to constrain the models from different tasks to share a low-dimensional subspace by the trace norm [25] . The assumption that all models share a common low-dimensional subspace is too restrictive in some applications. To this end, an extension that learns incoherent sparse and low-rank patterns simultaneously was proposed in [26] .
Many multi-task learning algorithms assume that all learning tasks are related. In practical applications, however, the tasks may exhibit a more sophisticated group structure where the models of tasks from the same group are closer to each other than those from a different group. There have been many works along this line of research [27] , [28] , known as clustered multi-task learning (CMTL). Moreover, most multi-task learning formulations assume that all tasks are relevant, which is however not the case in many real-world applications. Robust multi-task learning (RMTL) is aimed at identifying irrelevant (outlier) tasks when learning from multiple tasks [29] .
However, there is little work on multi-task learning used for dictionary learning problem. The only related theoretical work is that in [30] , where only theoretical bounds are provided on evaluating the generalization error of dictionary learning for multi-task learning and transfer learning. Multi-task learning has received considerable attention in the computer vision community and has been successfully applied to many computer vision problems, such as image classification [31] , headpose estimation [32] , visual tracking [33] , multi-view action recognition [34] and egocentric activity recognition [35] . However, to our knowledge, no previous works have considered the problem of complex event detection.
III. BUILDING AN EVENT SPECIFIC CONCEPT POOL
The concepts, which are related to objects, actions, scenes, attributes, etc. are usually basic elements for the description of an event. Since the availability of large labeled training collections such as ImageNet and TRECVID, there exists a large pool of concept detectors for event descriptions. However, selecting important concepts is the key issue for concept vocabulary construction. For example, the event 'Landing a fish' is composed of concepts such as 'adult', 'waterscape', 'outdoor' and 'fish'. If concepts related to the event can be accurately selected, redundancy and unrelated information will be suppressed, potentially improving the event recognition performance. In order to select useful concepts for the specific event, we propose a novel concept selection strategy based on the combination of text and visual information provided by the event-kit descriptions, which are (i) Text-based semantic relatedness from linguistic knowledge 
A. Linguistic: Text-Based Semantic Relatedness
The most widely used resources in Natural Language Processing (NLP) to calulate the semantic relateness of concepts are WordNet [36] and Wikipedia [37] . There are detailed event-kit text descriptions for each MED event provided by NIST [38] . In this paper, we explore the semantic similarity between each term in the event-kit text description and the SIN 346 visual concept names based on WordNet. Fig. 2 shows an example of event-kit text description for 'Changing a vehicle tire'.
Intuitively, the more information two concepts share in common, the more similar they are, and the information shared by two concepts is indicated by the information content of the concepts that subsume them in the taxonomy. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , we calculate the similarity between each term in event-kit text descriptions and the SIN 346 visual concept names based on the similarity measurement proposed in [39] . This measurement defines the similarity of two words w 1i and w 2 j as:
where
. . , N event _kit and w 2 j ∈ {SIN visual concept names}, j = 1, . . . , 346. l cs denotes the lowest common subsumer of two words in the WordNet hierarchy. π denotes the information content of a word and is computed as π(w) = log p(w), where p(w) is the probability of encountering an instance of w in the union of WordNet and event-kit text descriptions. The probability p(w) = freq(w)/N, which can be estimated from the relative frequency of w and all words N in the union of WordNet and event-kit text descriptions [40] . In this way, we expect to properly capture the semantic similarity between subjects (e.g. human, crowd) and objects (e.g. animal, vehicle) based on the WordNet hierarchy. Finally, we construct a 346D event-level feature vector representation for each event (each dimension corresponds to a SIN visual concept name) using the MED event-kit text description. A threshold is set (thr = 0.5 in our experiments) to select useful concepts into our final semantic concept list.
B. Visual High-Level Representation: Elastic-Net Concept Selection
Concept detectors provide a high-level semantic representation for videos with complex contents, which are beneficial for developing powerful retrieval or filtering systems for consumer media [5] . In our case, we firstly use the SIN dataset to train 346 semantic concept models. We adopt the approach [41] to extract keyframes from the MED dataset. The trained 346 semantic concept models are used to predict the 346 semantic concepts existing in the keyframes of MED videos. Once we have the prediction score of each concept on each keyframe, the keyframe can be represented as a 346D SIN-MED feature indicating the determined concept probabilities. Finally, the video-level SIN-MED feature is computed as the average of keyframe-level SIN-MED features.
To select the useful concepts for each specific event, we adopt the Elastic-Net [42] concept selection as illustrated in Fig. 3 , given the intuition that the learner generally would like to choose the most representative SIN-MED feature dimensions (concepts) to differentiate events. Elastic-Net is formulated as follows:
where l = {0, 1} n ∈ R n indicates the event labels, F ∈ R n×b is the SIN-MED feature matrix (n is the number of samples and b is the SIN-MED feature dimension) and u ∈ R b is the parameter to be optimized. Each dimension of u corresponds to one semantic concept if F is the high-level SIN-MED feature. α 1 and α 2 are the regularization parameters. We use Elastic-Net instead of LASSO due to the high correlation between concepts in the SIN concept lists [7] (see Fig. 4 ). While LASSO (when α 2 = 0) tends to select only a small number of variables from a group and ignore the others, Elastic-Net is capable of automatically taking such correlation information into account through adding a quadratic term u 2 to the penalty. We can adjust the value of α 1 to control the sparsity degree, i.e., how many semantic concepts are selected in our problem. The concepts to be selected are the corresponding dimensions with non-zero vaules of u.
C. Union of Selected Concepts
To sum up, we form a union of the semantic concepts selected from both text-based semantic relatedness described in section 3.1 and visual high-level semantic representation described in section 3.2 as the final list of selected concepts for each MED event. All the confidence values used are normalized to 0-1 using the Z-score normalization and are used for ranking the concepts. In our paper, we give equal weights to the textual and visual selection methods for the final late fusion of confidence scores. Top 10 ranked concepts are finally selected to adapt semantic information. Since we select the most important concepts from the pool, the top 10 ranked concepts are usually already enough to describe the event (see Fig. 8 ). To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed strategy, we compare the selected concepts with the groundtruth (we use human labeled concepts list as the groundtruth for each MED event).
IV. EVENT ORIENTED DICTIONARY LEARNING
After we select semantic meaningful concepts for each event, we can leverage training samples of selected concepts from the SIN dataset into a supervised multi-task dictionary learning framework. In this section, we investigate how to learn an event oriented dictionary representation. To accomplish this goal, we firstly propose our multi-task ditionary learning framework and then introduce its supervised setting.
A. Multi-Task Dictionary Learning
Given K tasks (e.g. K = 2 in our case, one task is the MED dataset and the other task is the subset of SIN dataset where samples are collected from specified selected concepts for each event), each task consists of data samples denoted by
and n k is the number of samples in the k-th task. We are going to learn a shared subspace across all tasks, obtained by an orthonormal projection W ∈ R d×s , where s is the dimensionality of the subspace. In this learned subspace, the data distributions from all tasks should be similar to each other. Therefore, we can code all tasks together in the shared subspace and achieve better coding quality. The benefits of this strategy are: (i) we can improve each individual coding quality by transferring knowledge across all tasks.
(ii) we can discover the relationship among different datasets via coding analysis. Such a purpose can be realized through the following optimization problem:
where T k ∈ R l×d is an overcomplete dictionary (l > d) with l prototypes of the k-th task, (T k ) j· in the constraints denotes the j -th row of T k , and C k ∈ R n k ×l corresponds to the sparse representation coefficients of X k . In the third term of Eqn.(1), X k is projected by W into the subspace to explore the relationship among different tasks. D ∈ R l×s is the dictionary learned in the datasets' shared subspace. D j· in the constraints denotes the j -th row of D. I is the identity matrix. (·) T denotes the transpose operator. λ 1 and λ 2 are the regularization parameters. The first constraint guarantees the learned W to be orthonormal, and the second and third constraints prevent the learned dictionary to be arbitrarily large. In our objective function, we learn a dictionary T k for each task k and one shared dictionary D among k tasks. Since one task in our model uses samples from the SIN dataset of selected semantic meaningful concepts, the shared learned dictionary D is the event oriented dictionary. When λ 2 = 0, Eqn.(1) reduces to the traditional dictionary learning on separated tasks.
B. Supervised Multi-Task Dictionary Learning
It is well-known that the traditional dictionary learning framework is not directly available for classification and the learned dictionary has merely been used for signal reconstruction [17] . To circumvent this problem, researchers have developed several algorithms to learn a classification-oriented dictionary in a supervised learning fashion by exploring the label information. In this subsection, we extend our proposed multi-task dictionary learning of Eqn.(1) to be suitable for event detection.
Assuming that the k-th task has m k classes, the label information of the k-th task is
. . , 0] (the position of non-zero element indicates the class).
k ∈ R l×m k is the parameter of the k-th task classifier. Inspired by [43] , we consider the following optimization problem:
Compared with Eqn.
(1), we add the last term into Eqn.(2) to enforce the model involving discriminative information for classification. This objective function can simultaneously achieve a desired dictionary with good representation power and support optimal discrimination of the classes for multi-task setting.
1) Optimization:
To solve the proposed objective problem of Eqn. (2), we adopt the alternating minimization algorithm to optimize it with respect to D, T k , C k , k and W respectively in five steps as follows:
This is equivalent to the dictionary update stage in traditional dictionary learning algorithm. We adopt the dictionary update strategy of [21, Algorithm 2] to efficiently solve it.
Step2 (Fixing D, C k , W, Θ k , Optimize T k ): Eqn. (2) is equivalent to:
This is also equivalent to the dictionary update stage in traditional dictionary learning for k tasks. We adopt the dictionary update strategy of [21, Algorithm 2] to efficiently solve it.
Step3 (Fixing
This formulation can be decoupled into (n 1 + n 2 + . . . + n k ) distinct problems:
We adopt the Fast Iterative Shrinkage-Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA) [44] to solve the problem. FISTA solves the optimization problems in the form of min
where f (μ) is convex and smooth, and r (μ) is convex but non-smooth. We adopt FISTA since it is a popular tool for solving many convex smooth/non-smooth problems and its effectiveness has been verified in many applications. In our setting, we denote the smooth term part as 
Step4 (Fixing
Substituting D = (C T C) −1 C T XW back into the above function, we achieve min
s.t. W T W = I
The optimal W is composed of eigenvectors of the matrix X T (I − C(C T C) −1 C T )X corresponding to the s smallest eigenvalues.
We summarize our algorithm for solving Eqn. (2) as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Supervised Multi-Task Dictionary Learning
C. Supervised Multi-Task p -Norm Dictionary Learning
In the literature it has been shown that using a non-convex p -norm minimization (0 ≤ p < 1) can often yield better results than the convex 1 -norm minimization. Inspired by this, we extend our supervised multi-task dictionary learning model to a supervised multi-task p -norm dictionary learning model.
(the position of non-zero element indicates the class). k ∈ R l×m k is the parameter of the k-th task classifier. We formulate our supervised multi-task p -norm dictionary learning problem as follows:
Compared with Eqn.2, we replace the traditional sparse coding 1 -norm term C k 1 with the more flexible p -norm term C k p p . Since we can adjust the value of p (0 ≤ p < 1) in our framework, our algorithm is more flexible to control the sparseness of the feature representation, thus usually resulting in better performance than the traditional 1 -norm sparse coding.
To solve the proposed problem of Eqn.3, we adopt the alternating minimization algorithm to optimize it with respect to D, T k , C k , k , W respectively. The updated rules for D, T k , k , W are the same as Eqn.2, the only difference is in the updated rule of C k . Various algorithms have been proposed for p -norm non-convex sparse coding [45] - [47] . In this paper, we adopt the Generalized Iterated Shrinkage Algorithm (GISA) [48] to solve the proposed problem. We summarize our algorithm for solving Eqn.3 as Algorithm 2. After the optimized is obtained, the final classification of a test video can be obtained based on its sparse coefficient c i k , which carries the discriminative information. We can simply apply the linear classifier c i k k to obtain the predicted score of the video.
Algorithm 2
Supervised Multi-Task p -Norm Dictionary Learning
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to test our proposed method using large-scale real world datasets.
A. Datasets
TRECVID MED10 (P001-P003) and MED11 (E001-E015) datasets are used in our experiments. The datasets consist of 9746 videos from 18 events of interest, with 100-200 examples per event, and the rest of the videos are from the background class. The details are listed in the Table 1. TRECVID Semantic Indexing Task (SIN) [7] contains annotation for 346 semantic concepts on 400,000 keyframes from web videos. 346 concepts are related to objects, actions, scences, attributes and non-visual concept which are all the basic elements for an event, e.g. kitchen, boy, girl, bus. For the sake of better understanding and easy concept selection, we manually divide the 346 visual concepts into 15 groups which are listed in Table 2 .
B. Evaluation Metrics 1) Average Precision (AP)
: is a measure combining recall and precision for ranked retrieval results. The average precision is the mean of the precision scores after each relevant sample is retrieved. The higher number indicates the better performance.
2) PMiss@TER = 12.5: is an official evaluation metric for event detection as defined by NIST [38] . It is defined as the point at which the ratio between the probability of Missed Detection and probability of False Alarm is 12.5:1. The lower number indicates the better performance.
3) Normalized Detection Cost (NDC): is an official evaluation metric for event detection as defined by NIST [38] . It is a weighted linear combination of the system's Missed Detection and False Alarm probabilities. NDC measures the performance of a detection system in the context of an application profile using error rate estimates calculated on a test set. The lower number indicates the better performance.
C. Experiment Settings and Comparison Methods
There are 3104 videos used for training and 6642 videos used for testing in our experiments. We use three representative features which are SIFT, Color SIFT (CSIFT) and Motion SIFT (MOSIFT) [4] . SIFT and CSIFT describe the gradient and color information of images. MOSIFT describes both the optical flow and gradient information of video clips. Finally, 768D SIFT-BoW, CSIFT-BoW, MOSIFT-BoW features are extracted respectively to represent each video. We set the regularization parameters in the range of {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}. The subspace dimensionality s is set by searching the grid from {200, 400, 600}. For the experiments in the paper, we try three different dictionary sizes from {768, 1024, 1280}. To evaluate the multi-task p -norm dictionary learning algorithm, the parameter p is tuned in the range of {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1}. We compare our proposed event oriented dictionary learning method with the following important baselines:
• Support Vector Machine (SVM): SVM has been widely used by several research groups for MED and has shown its robustness [8] , [49] , [50] , so we use it as one of the comparison algorithms (RBF, Histogram Intersection and χ 2 kernels are used respectively);
• Single Task Supervised Dictionary Learning (ST-SDL):
Performing supervised dictionary learning on each task separately; • Simple Concept Selection Strategy (SCSS): Each concept is independently used as a predictor for each event yielding a certain average precision performance for each event. The concepts are ranked according to the AP measurement for each event, and the top 10 concepts retained.
D. Experimental Results
We firstly calculate the covariance matrix of the 346 SIN concepts, shown in Fig. 4 , where the visual concepts are grouped and sorted the same as in Table 2 . As shown in Fig. 4 , the convariance matrix shows high within-cluster correlations along the diagonal direction and also relatively high correlations between contextually related clusters (in red color), such as 'G4:car', 'G7:nature' and 'G11:urban-scene'. One can also easily observe negative correlations between contextually unrelated clusters (in blue color), such as 'G7:nature' and 'G8:indoor'. This gives us the intuition that visual concepts co-occurrence exists. Therefore, removing redundant concepts and selecting related concepts for each event is expected to be helpful for the event detection task. Fig. 5 shows the results of our concept selection strategy for the event 'Attempting board trick', 'Feeding animal', 'Flash mob gathering' and 'Making a sandwich'. From Fig. 5 , we can observe that the concepts selected are reasonably consistent with human selections.
To better exploit the effectiveness of our proposed concept selection strategy, we compare our selected top 10 concepts with the groundtruth (we use the ranking list of human labeled concepts as the groundtruth for each MED event). The results are listed in the last column of Table 3 , showing the number of concepts in the top 10 that coincide with the groundtruth. The AP performance for event detection based on text information, visual information and their combinations are also shown in Table 3 . The benefit of using both text and visual information for concept selection can be concluded from Table 3 . Table 4 shows the average detection results of the 18 MED events for different comparison methods. We have the following observations: (1) Comparing ST-SDL with SVM, we observe that performing supervised dictionary learning is better than SVM which shows the effectiveness of dictionary learning for MED. (2) Comparing PT-SDL with ST-SDL, leveraging knowledge from the SIN dataset improves the performance for MED. (3) Our concept selection strategy for semantic dictionary learning performs the best for MED among all the comparison methods. (4) Our proposed method outperforms by 8%, 6%, 10% with respect to AP, PMiss@TER=12.5 and MinNDC respectively compared with SVM. (5) Considering the difficulty of MED dataset and the typically low AP performance of MED, the absolute 8% AP improvement is very significant. Fig. 6 shows the AP results for each MED event. Our proposed method achieves the best performance for 13 events out of a total of 18 events. It is also interesting to notice that the larger improvements in Fig. 6 , such as 'E004: Wedding ceremony', 'E005: Working wood working project' and 'E009: Getting a vehicle unstuck' usually correspond to the higher number of selected concepts that coincide with the groundtruth. This gives us the evidence of the effectiveness of our proposed automatic concept selection strategy. Fig. 7 illustrates the MAP performance for different methods based on SIFT, CSIFT and MOSIFT features. It can be easily observed that our proposed surpervised multitask dictionary learning with our concept selection strategy outperforms SVM by more than 8%.
Moreover, we evaluate our proposed method with respect to different numbers of selected concepts, dictionary sizes and different subspace dimensionality settings based on the SIFT feature. Fig. 8 shows that the proposed method achieves the best MAP results when the numbers of selected concepts is 10. Fig. 9(left) shows that the proposed method achieves the best MAP results when the dictionary size is 1024. Too large or too small dictionary size tends to hamper the performance. Fig. 9(right) shows that the best MAP result is achieved when the subspace dimensionality is 400 (dictionary size = 1024). Large or small subspace dimensionality also degrades the performance. Fig. 11 . Convergence rate study on (left) supervised multi-task dictionary learning and (right) supervised multi-task p -norm dictionary learning.
Finally, we also study the parameter sensitivity of the proposed method in Fig. 10 . Here, we fix λ 3 = 1 (discriminative information contribution fixed) and p = 0.6 and analyze the regularization parameters λ 1 and λ 2 . As shown in Fig. 10(left) , we observe that the proposed method is more sensitive to λ 2 compared with λ 1 , which demonstrates the importance of the subspace for multi-task dictionary learning. Moreover, to understand the influence of parameter p for our proposed supervised p -norm dictionary learning algorithm, we also perform an experiment on the parameter sensitivity. Fig. 10 (right) demonstrates that the best performance for the supervised p -norm dictionary learning algorithm is achieved when p = 0.6. More than 2% MAP can be achieved if we adopt the p -norm model compared with the fixed 1 -norm model. This shows the suboptimality of the traditional 1 -norm sparse coding compared with the flexible p -norm sparse coding.
The proposed iterative approaches monotonically decrease the objective function values in Eqn. (2) and Eqn.(3) until convergence. Fig. 11 shows the convergence rate curves of our algorithms. It can be observed that the objective function values converge quickly and our approaches usually converge after 6 iterations for supervised multi-task dictionary learning and 7 iterations for supervised multi-task p -norm dictionary learning at most (precision = 10 −6 ).
Regarding the computational cost of our proposed algorithm for supervised multi-task p -norm dictionary learning, we train our model for TRECVID MED dataset in 5 hours with cross-validation on a workstation with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v2 @ 2.10GHz × 17 processors. Our proposed event oriented dicionary learning approach can be easily parallelled on multi-core computers due to its 'event oriented'. This means that our algorithms would be scalable for large-scale problems.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have firstly investigated the possibility of automatically selecting semantic meaningful concepts for complex event detection based on both the MED events-kit text descriptions and the high-level concept feature descriptions. Then, we attempt to learn an event oriented dictionary representation based on the selected semantic concepts. To this aim, we leverage training samples of selected concepts from the SIN dataset into a novel jointly supervised multi-task dictionary learning framework.
Extensive experimental results on the TRECVID MED dataset showed that our proposed method outperformed several important baseline methods. Our proposed method outperformed SVM by up to 8% MAP which showed the effectiveness of dictionary learning for TRECVID MED. More than 6% and 3% MAP was achieved respectively compared with ST-SDL and PT-SDL, which showed the advantage of multitask setting in our proposed framework. To show the benefit of concept selection strategy, we compared RCSS to our method and showed that achieves 4% less MAP.
For some sparse coding problems, non-convex p -norm minimization (0 ≤ p < 1) can often obtain better results than the convex 1 -norm minimization. Inspired by this, we extended our supervised multi-task dictionary learning model to a supervised multi-task p -norm dictionary learning model. We evaluated the influence of the p -norm parameter p in our proposed problem and found that more than 2% MAP can be achieved if we adopted the more flexible p -norm model compared with the fixed 1 -norm model.
Overall, the proposed multi-task dictionary learning solutions are novel in the context of complex event detection, which is a relevant and important research problem in applications such as image and video understanding and surveillance. Future research involves (i) integration of knowledge from multiple sources (video, audio, text) and incorporation of kernel learning in our framework, and (ii) the use of deep structures instead of a shallow single-layer model in the proposed problem since deep learning has achieved the supreme success in many different fields of image processing and computer vision.
